
                                    JULY REPORT 
               AREA 67 SETA ASSEMBLY 
 
Opened with serenity prayer followed by Tradition 9 Kris H. Dist. 31. 
 
Past, Present and Future GSRs workshop given by Dist. 31.  
Awesome presentation, lots of enthuseasum. A question was asked about rude and 
negative talk about service. Answer given was recommend or ignore or make commit 
about your experience. Depending on how harsh the person is being.  
Alona Club is club for alcoholics and al anon.  
Ended with a Quiz and gave out chocolate for correct answers. Some of the ?s were: 
What does undergird mean?   Support underneath. 
What should GSR do when they are unable to go to committee meeting/ Area meeting? 
Call ALT to fill the commitment.  
What Tradition is Rule 62 in?      Tradition 4 
What is Rule 62?     Don't take yourself so seriously! 
 
2019 Area Budget Q & A 
Not much debate about budget, pretty much have numbers in where they should be. 
 
Area Inventory  Presentation- 
This is from inventory ?s we were given all last year, there are different categories. 
Some responses were- more workshops. 
-Better understanding of service structure. 
-Temp of meeting room- to hot to cold even on both sides. 
-Like the service tables.  
 
Service 
-More dynamic workshops. 
-Comets- Past delegates should be quiet 
-Provide background information.  
-Allow time for position functions. 
-Practice 3 legacy. 
-Place principles before personalities really means My personality is what I need to 
keep down  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Listening  
-Who has a voice 
-Delayed action 
-Motions not clearly stated or changed or amended during floor time. 
-How do we get everyone involved 
 
Area Finance 
-Incoming should go to functions 
-Rooms to much 
 
Transparency 
-Training on how to understand the 7th Tradition. 
-Should have area audit. 
-Comment- checks not clearing timely. 
-Frequency of assemble 
-Time slots 
-Explanation of funding for Delegat to GSC 
Troy not clearly defined on money for Delegate. What do we think is self supporting? 
-How to reach dormit groups. 
-Recommend doing inventory every 5 yrs. 
 
Suggested to all committees to do inventory 
 
Forming ad hoc asking for all to be involved.  
Can we make motions for ad hoc pre subtitle? 
 
DCM- Did not take notes Pattie was there for this part.  
 
Opening of Afternoon Session- Concept 9 Given by Kris H. Dist. 31 
 
General Service Conference Report - Pattie gave the report to group for her June 
Report. 
 
Power went out.  
We all went ahead and did our break out meetings for SETA Service Committees. 
Rest of Assembly canceled around 630p.  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to serve, 
 
Kimberly 
 
 
 






